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 offline build cd.. Q: What is the best way to separate user data from routing and application data I am creating an application where I have to create a user base. I have been using Sql Server but I would rather use MongoDB if it's possible. The data stored in MongoDB is going to be global data for all users. The data will contain user identity data, user data, user permissions. When I get a request to
access a particular page, I will do a simple lookup in my data base. The routing will pass on the user identity and there will be a separate class for mapping a users location in the database. The problem is I need to keep this data and location data separate and if a new user is added I would like it to be easy to insert without interfering with existing users. What is the best way to accomplish this? Should I
write everything in java? If so, should I use an ORM or MongoTemplate? If I am using MongoTemplate then how do I map it to java classes so that it is easy to insert or delete user information. I don't really want to store the data with each user. A: One option is to create some sort of Service that can take in a location (from your URL), and return the associated user. The service might look like: public
class UserService { private MongoTemplate mongoTemplate; public UserService(MongoTemplate mongoTemplate) { this.mongoTemplate = mongoTemplate; } public User findUserByLocation(String location) { //lookup user } You would then build out the services to handle other actions such as: updateUser(User), updateUserLocation(User, Location), etc. Then, in your Controller, you would call:
UserService userService = new UserService(mongoTemplate); User user = userService.findUserByLocation("new location"); You will need to be careful with what you pass into the mongoTemplate so you don't inadvertently overwrite/update user information. If you do that, you will end up with two users with the same location. You might also want to look into MongoDB Distributed Transactions to

ensure you aren't accidentally updating f3e1b3768c
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